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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a number of works (see, for example, [1, 2]), it
has been shown that the electronic band structure of
the Heusler alloy Co2CrAl is characteristic of half�
metallic ferromagnets [3]: the subband of electrons
with the spins directed along the magnetization vector
(spin “up”) is completely occupied, whereas the sub�
band of electrons with the spins directed opposite to
the magnetization vector (spin “down”) in the vicinity
of the Fermi level EF is unoccupied. In other words, in
this alloy for spin�down electrons at the Fermi level
EF, there is an energy gap, which, according to differ�
ent authors [1, 2, 4, 5], has a width of 0.2–0.5 eV. The
Co2CrAl alloy in the ordered state stands out among
the half�metallic ferromagnets by the ultimate spin
polarization of ~100%. In this connection, the pros�
pects for the possible use of this alloy in spintronic
devices have aroused considerable interest in the study
of its physical properties. 

The band structure of the Co2CrAl alloy easily
transforms under the action of internal stresses, struc�
tural distortions, and, especially, effects of disorder [3,
4]. Under the influence of these factors, the band gap
and the degree of spin polarization can vary over a
wide range down to zero. Most likely, it is for this rea�
son the results obtained by different authors on the
magnetic and electrical properties are rather contra�

dictory. Particularly significant differences are found
in the temperature dependences of the electrical resis�
tivity ρ(T). In [3, 4], the amorphization of the
Co2CrAl alloy due to ultrafast quenching of specimens
at temperatures below room temperature led to a sig�
nificant decrease in the electrical resistivity ρ(T) and
to the change in sign of the temperature resistance
coefficient. This behavior of the electrical resistivity
was explained by the fact that the alloy contains a mix�
ture of metallic and semiconducting phases. 

In recent years, much attention has been paid to
searching for materials based on Heusler alloys with
the excellent functional characteristics, including not
only purposeful changes in the chemical composition
of the alloys but also the use of various modern tech�
nologies for modifying their parameters. In particular,
these alloys can be disordered, in addition to ultrafast
quenching, under severe plastic deformation by high�
pressure torsion of the specimens in Bridgman anvils.
In this work, we have performed complex experimen�
tal investigations of the half�metallic ferromagnet
Co2CrAl for the purpose to reveal a correlation of the
magnetic and electrical properties with the specific
features of the electronic band structure and to deter�
mine their changes as a result of disordering of the
specimens under severe plastic deformation by high�
pressure torsion. 
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2. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 

Typical magnetic properties of the studied alloy
after short�term high�temperature annealing of
deformed specimens are demonstrated in Figs. 1–3
for a polycrystalline specimen in the form of a long
rectangular prism with the calculated (according to
Aharoni [6]) value of the demagnetizing factor N =
0.148. The measurements were performed on a Quan�
tum Design MPMS�5XL SQUID magnetometer at
the Department of Magnetic Measurements of the
Institute of Metal Physics of the Ural Branch of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (Yekaterinburg, Russia). 

In general, the obtained experimental data are con�
sistent with the results of the previously published
investigations [4, 7]. First of all, we note the specific
features of the studied alloy, which, in earlier investi�
gations, received little attention. The magnetic hyster�
esis loop is characterized by the coercive force HC =
144 Oe and the remanent magnetization MR =

32 emu/g (see inset (a) in Fig. 1).
1
 The irreversible

processes of technical magnetization dominate at a
magnetic field strength H ≤ |HS | ≅ 4 kOe (inset (b) in

Fig. 1).
2
 These data indicate that the magnetic anisot�

ropy energy in the studied alloy behaves noticeably.
Moreover, the value of the magnetic anisotropy field
HA, apparently, should be higher than the value of HS.
More specifically, the value of HA can be estimated as
follows. 

As can be seen from inset (c) in Fig. 1, the satura�
tion magnetization, i.e., the horizontal straight line
M(H) = const, is not achieved up to the maximum
value in our experiments H = 50 kOe. However, for
sufficiently high values of H > 20 kOe, the magnetiza�
tion obeys the law of approach to saturation (see inset
(d) in Fig. 1) (the Akulov law [8]) for polycrystals: 

(1)

where MS is the saturation magnetization; K is the
anisotropy constant; and D is the numerical factor,
which is different for different types of anisotropy.
Using the dependence M(H–2) (see inset (d) in Fig. 1)
and formula (1), we obtain the saturation magnetiza�
tion MS = 45.9 ± 0.1 emu/g and, accordingly, the
Z�projection of the magnetic moment μS = 1.62 μB per
molecule of the Co2CrAl alloy in the ground state
(T ≅ 0 K). For the Co2CrAl alloy, different authors [4]
note that the experimental value of μS lies in the range
1.5–3.0 μB. The calculated value of the magnetic

1 The remanent magnetization MR was determined taking into
account the demagnetizing factor of the specimen, i.e., at the
point in which the demagnetization curve intersects the straight
line M = H/Nd, where d = 8.04 g/cm3 is the density of the mate�
rial.

2 Here, HS is the critical field at which the ascending and descend�
ing branches of the hysteresis loop merge into a single line.

M MS 4DK
2
/MSH

2
,–=

moment μ for the ordered state of this alloy is equal to
3 μB [1, 2]. One of the possible reasons for the discrep�
ancy between theory and experiment is that all the
experimental data were obtained on insufficiently
structurally perfect specimens. In particular, the
experiments were carried out using polycrystalline
specimens prepared, as a rule, by arc melting, which
can lead to a nonuniform distribution of the compo�
nents in the specimen, to the impossibility of reaching
a high degree of atomic order, and, consequently, to
some differences between the real band structure and
the calculated band structure. 

The Co2CrAl alloy has a cubic structure of the L21

type; therefore, the magnetic crystalline anisotropy in
this alloy should also be cubic. In this case, we have
D = 2/105, which, in turn, allows us to find, from the
experiment (see inset (d) in Fig. 1), the magnetic
anisotropy constant K = 4.6 × 105 erg/g and the mag�
netic anisotropy field HA = 2K/MS = 20 kOe. The
errors in the determination of these quantities do not
exceed a few percent. The estimates of the magnetic
anisotropy parameters are considered only as a first
approximation, and, further, we will make some refine�
ments of the magnetic anisotropy of the specimen. 

According to the well�known theoretical descrip�
tions of the isotherm M(H), the relative remanent
magnetization mR = MR/MS for a polycrystalline spec�
imen depends on the number of equivalent crystallo�
graphic axes of easy magnetization (EMA). In the case
of cubic anisotropy, the characteristic orientations of
the easy magnetization axes, as a rule, are crystallo�
graphic directions either of the 〈100〉 type (three
equivalent easy magnetization axes, K3 > 0, Kn is the
cubic anisotropy constant, and n is the number of
equivalent easy magnetization axes) or of the 〈111〉
type (K4 < 0). With an increase in the number of equiv�
alent directions of the easy magnetization axes, the
relative remanent magnetization mR increases and
amounts to 0.83 (K3 > 0) and 0.87 (K4 < 0). 

For the studied specimen in the ground state (T ≅

0 K), we have the experimental value of  = 0.70,
which is significantly less than the minimum possible
theoretical value of mR for the cubic type of magnetic
crystalline anisotropy and is substantially higher for
the case of uniaxial anisotropy with a single preferred
easy magnetization axis (K1 > 0, mR = 0.5). This cir�

cumstance (0.50 <  < 0.83) suggests that the mag�
netic anisotropy in the studied specimen has a more
complex type as compared to the simple case of cubic
or uniaxial anisotropy. One of the possible explana�
tions for the quantitative disagreement between the

experimental value  and theoretical estimates can
be given in the framework of the combined Stoner–
Wohlfarth model for the case of the uniaxial anisot�
ropy superimposed on the cubic anisotropy [9]. Such

mR
exp

mR
exp

mR
exp
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Fig. 1. Magnetization of the Co2CrAl alloy at a temperature T = 2 K. Insets (a)–(c) show the magnetization curves in weak and

strong magnetic fields. Inset (d) shows the dependence M(H–2). 

a mixed anisotropic state is expected and was previ�
ously experimentally investigated in a number of works
[9–11]. 

As was noted in [4, 5], one of the characteristic fea�
tures of the studied alloy is associated with tetragonal
distortions of the structure due to the incomplete
atomic ordering. It is reasonable to assume that this
type of structural distortions can be responsible for the
uniaxial anisotropy induced as a supplement to the
cubic anisotropy. Based on this assumption, we ana�
lyze the data presented in Fig. 1 in the framework of
the model described in [9] and determine the parame�
ters of the combined anisotropy: HA1 = 2K1/MS, HA3 =
2K3/MS, and HA4 = 2K4/MS, where HA1 and HA3, HA4

are the uniaxial and cubic anisotropy fields for K3 > 0
and K4 < 0, respectively. In order to solve this problem,
we should find the coefficient DkU in the equation 

(2)

by appropriately reconstructing the plot in inset (d) to
Fig 1. The value of this coefficient is determined as 

(3)

We should also determine one more parameter, i.e.,
kU(mR), which is a function of the magnetization mR

and characterizes the relative contribution of the

M/MS 1 DkU/H
2

–=

DkU HA1
2

/15 HAn
2

/105.+=

uniaxial anisotropy to the total magnetic anisotropy
energy. In the analytical form, the function kU(mR) has
yet not been obtained; therefore, it has been found
numerically. The plots of this function are given in [9].
Using these plots, it is easy to find numerical values of
kU(mR), which, in turn, are determined as 

(4)

In our experiment, we have  = 0.7; the value of
kU(mR) is equal to 0.336 or 0.221 for K3 > 0 or K4 < 0,
respectively; and the coefficient is DkU = 7.7 × 106 Oe2.
Next, we solve equations (3) and (4) and find the
desired anisotropy parameters, for which the numeri�
cal values with an error of no more than 5% are pre�
sented in the table. 

The performed analysis has demonstrated that the
cubic magnetic anisotropy energy in the Co2CrAl
alloy, regardless of the method used for its determina�
tion, is very high and comparable to that for some
alloys of 3d metals. The use of the model proposed in
[9] provides additional information about the specific�
ity of the magnetic anisotropy of the studied specimen
and its possible characteristics. However, the obtained
results leave a number of questions about the magnetic
anisotropy of the Co2CrAl alloy open. First of all, it is
a question about the sign of the anisotropy constant

kU mR( ) HA1/ HA1 HAn+( ).=

mR
exp
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Kn, as well as the questions about the physics underly�
ing both the basic cubic anisotropy and the additional
uniaxial anisotropy in the studied alloy and other
semi�metallic ferromagnetic alloys. The solution of
these problems, probably, is possible in the study of
single crystals and with the further development of the
physics of magnetism of Heusler alloys. At present, we
do not have single�crystal specimens and cannot give
more detailed information on the magnetic anisotropy
of the Co2CrAl alloy. We note only that the possibility
of obtaining a high magnetic anisotropy energy in
alloys based on Co2CrAl was predicted in [12], where
the high values of orbital atomic magnetic moments of
the Cr and Co ions were found experimentally. It is
also relevant to note that the results presented in [12]
and the confirmation which we obtained for the pre�
diction made in that work suggest a high level of aniso�
tropic linear magnetostriction in alloys based on
Co2CrAl. 

The temperature dependence of the magnetization
presented in Fig. 2 was measured according to the fol�

lowing scheme: the specimen at H = 0 is cooled to the
temperature T = 2 K, then the magnetic field H =
0.5 kOe � HS is turned on, and the functions M(T) are
measured in the specified field in the cycle of continu�
ous heating of the specimen to the paramagnetic state,
followed by cooling to T = 2 K. It can be seen that the
obtained dependence M(T) is characterized by the
effect of temperature hysteresis. In [4, 13], this feature
in the behavior of the dependence M(T) was attributed
to the possible existence of atomically ordered and dis�
ordered regions in the alloy, which can be accompa�
nied by the emergence of competing ferromagnetic
and antiferromagnetic interactions. In this case, we
should expect the effect of unidirectional magnetic
anisotropy. However, in our specimens, this effect has
not been found. In our view, the temperature hystere�
sis of the dependence M(T), which was measured at a
sufficiently low magnetic field strength H � HS(T =
2 K) ≅ 4 kOe, is a typical consequence of temperature
changes in the magnetic hysteresis loop for ferromag�
netic specimens, namely, a decrease in the coercive
force HC and the critical field HS with increasing tem�
perature, i.e., a consequence of the specifics of the
irreversible technical magnetization processes, prima�
rily the processes of irreversible displacement of
domain walls under the action of the resulting internal
magnetic field, which, for a uniform magnetization of
the specimen, can be defined as Hi(T) = H – NM(T)d
(where N is the demagnetizing factor of the specimen
and d = 8.04 g/cm3 is the density of the material). 

The fact that the temperature hysteresis of the
polytherm M(T) is actually a consequence of the tem�
perature changes in the isotherm M(H) is confirmed as
follows. From a comparison of the data presented in
Figs. 1 and 2, we can seen that, upon heating, the start�
ing point (T = 2 K, H = 0.5 kOe), which should lie on
the initial magnetization curve passing inside of the

Magnetic anisotropy parameters at T = 2 K determined from
the experimental data (see inset (d) in Fig. 1) in the frame�
work of the combined Stoner–Wohlfarth model for the case
of superposition of the uniaxial anisotropy on the cubic
anisotropy [9]
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change. The inset shows the dependence dM/dT(T) deter�
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Fig. 3. Paramagnetic susceptibility of the Co2CrAl alloy.
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accordance with expression (5). 
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hysteresis loop, is located directly on the ascending
branch of the hysteresis loop, while the end point of
the temperature cycle is located on the descending
branch. We assume that the magnetic hysteresis loop
over a wide temperature is determined by the irrevers�
ible effects of rearrangement of the magnetic domain
structure due to changes in the internal magnetic field
Hi(T). In other words, during the measurement M(T),
the external magnetic field H remains unchanged,
whereas the internal magnetic field Hi changes with
variations in the magnetization M. It is under the
action of this resulting field Hi in a certain temperature
range, there occur irreversible processes of transfor�
mation of the domain structure and, consequently, the
processes of magnetization of the specimen during
heating and its demagnetization during cooling. 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the dependence M(T)
at H = 50 kOe > HA � HS is a single�valued function;
i.e., the temperature changes in the magnetization
during heating and cooling in this case have a revers�
ible character. 

The experimental data presented in Fig. 2 allow us
to determine the Curie temperature TC as the position
of the inflection point on the curves M(T), which can
be found as the minimum in the dependence dM/dT
(see inset in Fig. 2). For the experiment with H = 0.5
and 50.0 kOe, the Curie temperatures TC obtained by
this means with an accuracy of ~1–2 K are equal to
308 and 318 K, respectively. A detailed discussion of
the method used to determine the values of the Curie
temperature TC is beyond the scope of the present
paper. At the same time, from general considerations it
follows that, with an increase in the magnetic field
strength H, the inflection point of the function M(T)
should shift toward higher temperatures, and the result
obtained at a lower value of H is more reliable; i.e., the
value of TC = 308 K can be taken as the true value of
the Curie temperature of the studied alloys. 

The results of measurements of the magnetic sus�
ceptibility at temperatures above TC are presented in
Fig. 3. It can be seen that, over a wide temperature
range, the magnetic susceptibility within the measure�
ment error is described by the Curie–Weiss law 

(5)

Here, C is the Curie constant; Θ is the Weiss constant
(or the paramagnetic Curie temperature); the numer�
ical values of these constants are 0.0052 K cm3/g and
326 K, respectively; and the square of the effective

magnetic moment  per formula unit is equal to

8.2 . Using the data obtained from the low�temper�
ature measurements presented in Fig. 1, we find the
spontaneous magnetic moment μS per formula unit at
saturation (μS = 1.62 μB) and determine the Rhodes–
Wohlfarth parameter pR–W = pC/μS = 1.26, where the
quantity pC is found from the solution of the equation

χ C/ T Θ–( ).=

μeff
2

μB
2

pC(pC + 2) =  [14]. The obtained value of pR–W is
typical of 3d metals, which indicates an insufficiently
complete localization of magnetic moments on indi�
vidual atoms. 

3. CALCULATIONS OF THE ELECTRONIC 
STRUCTURE 

In order to refine the structural features of the elec�
tronic spectrum of the considered alloy, we performed
the band structure calculations using the tight�binding
linear muffin�tin orbital method in the atomic sphere
approximation (Stuttgart TB�LMTO�ASA program,
version 47) [15]. The orbital basis set included orbitals
corresponding to the 4s, 4p, and 3d states of the Co
and Cr ions, as well as to the 3s, 3p, and 3d states of the
Al ions. We used a grid of 47 irreducible k�points in the
first Brillouin zone (the total number of k�points was
1000). The obtained energy dependences of the elec�
tron densities of states (d, s, p) for the case of ferro�
magnetic (the spin�polarized calculation in the local
spin density approximation (LSDA)) and nonmag�
netic (the calculation in the local density approxima�
tion (LDA) without spin polarization) states of the
Co2CrAl alloy are shown in Fig. 4. 

It should be noted that the results of the spin�polar�
ized calculation, in general, coincide with those pub�
lished earlier (see, for example, [1, 2]). It can be seen
from the figure that, near the Fermi level EF for elec�
trons with the spins directed along the magnetization
vector, there is a band of electron densities of states
with a width of approximately 1 eV and with several
narrow peaks, which is formed predominantly by the d
states. By contrast, for electrons with the spins
directed opposite to the magnetization vector in the
vicinity of the Fermi level EF, there is a deep energy
gap also with a width of approximately 1 eV. According
to the band structure calculations, the magnetic
moments on individual atoms are as follows: for cobalt
atoms μCo = 0.75 μB, for chromium atoms μCr =
1.56 μB, and for aluminum atoms μAl = –0.06 μB. The
total magnetic moment per formula unit (f.u.) is equal
to 3 μB, which is significantly higher than the experi�
mental values of the spontaneous magnetic moment
μS, but almost completely coincides with the value of
the effective magnetic moment μeff. Accordingly, the
calculated densities of states at the Fermi level are as
follows: for the d electrons nF(d) = 4.52 states/eV f.u.,
for the s�electrons nF(s) = 0.06 states/eV f.u., and for
p�electrons nF(p) = 0.15 states/eV f.u. The total den�
sity of states at the Fermi level EF in the ferromagnetic
state is equal to nF(EF) = 4.73 states/eV f.u. This value
of the electron density of states is slightly higher than
that obtained in [2]. 

In the disordered state (the LDA calculations), the
structure of the electronic spectrum, especially near
the Fermi level EF, undergoes significant changes. In

μeff
2
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the vicinity of the Fermi level EF, there is a band of
electron densities of states, which is formed predomi�
nantly by the d electrons with different spin directions.
Accordingly, the magnetic moment in the disordered
state is zero, and the electron densities of states at the
Fermi level EF take the following values: for the d elec�
trons nF(d) = 9.84 states/eV f.u., for the s electrons
nF(s) = 0.16 states/eV f.u., and for the p�electrons
nF(p) = 0.31 states/eV f.u. The total densities of states
at the Fermi level EF in the disordered state is equal to
nF(EF) = 10.31 states/eV f.u. Consequently, because of
the “collapse” of the energy gap in the electronic spec�

trum, the total density of states at the Fermi level EF

increases by a factor of more than 2. 

4. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 

The specific features in the behavior of electrical
properties of the half�metallic ferromagnet Co2CrAl
are illustrated by the results of measurements of the
temperature dependences of the electrical resistivity
ρ(T) and the absolute differential thermoelectric
power S(T) presented in Figs. 5–7. Taking into
account the rather unusual effect of increase in the
electrical resistivity ρ(T) after annealing of the
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Fig. 4. Calculated densities of states for the Co2CrAl alloy in the (a) ferromagnetically ordered state (the spin�polarized LSDA�
calculation) and (b) disordered state (the LDA calculation without spin polarization). The insets show the densities of states near
the Fermi level EF. 
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Co2CrAl amorphous alloy, which was revealed in [4,
5], we performed the disordering of the studied speci�
mens under severe plastic deformation by torsion in
Bridgman anvils turned through five revolutions at a
high pressure P = 10 GPa. As a result of this disorder�
ing of the specimens, there occurred a transition from
the coarse�grained state (with a grain size of 100–500
μm) to the nanocrystalline state (with a grain size of
10–20 nm) [16]. In contrast to [4, 5], in our case, we
observed an increase in the electrical resistivity due to
the disordering of the alloy at room temperature by
~14%. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the subsequent
heating leads to an irreversible decrease in the electri�
cal resistivity ρ(T) in the temperature range 700–
900 K down to values typical of the atomically ordered
Co2CrAl alloy. Further, the behavior of the depen�
dence ρ(T) becomes reversible. 

The electrical resistivity of the studied alloy has two
key features: (i) an unusually high value of the electri�
cal resistivity of the metallic specimen at T ~ 0 K (ρ0 >
130 μΩ cm) and (ii) the revealed change in sign of the
temperature resistance coefficient with a change in the
magnetic state near the Curie temperature TC. The
causes for the high value of the electrical resistivity and
the negative temperature resistance coefficient in the
magnetically ordered state of the Co2CrAl alloy were
discussed in several papers. A detailed analysis of these
works is given in [5]. As a rule, the observed features in
the behavior of the dependence ρ(T) are explained by
the existence of the spin or structural disorder in the
studied alloys, which leads to the localization of con�
duction electrons. The electrical properties in these
works are usually considered in terms of the charge
carrier hopping mechanism. It is known (see, for
example, [17]) that, in the case of hopping conduc�

tion, the temperature dependence of the electrical
conductivity σ = ρ–1 should have an exponential form.
However, the processing of our data on the measure�
ments of the dependence σ(T) according to the expo�
nential law did not give satisfactory results in a reason�
able range of temperatures, which casts doubt on the
explanation of the specific features in the behavior of
the electrical properties of the Co2CrAl alloy only in
terms of the hopping conduction mechanism. 

For magnetically ordered alloys of the considered
type, which have an energy gap in the electronic spec�
trum, the electrical resistivity and its temperature
dependence should be determined, primarily, by the
parameters of the spectrum near the Fermi level EF. In
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistiv�
ity ρ(T) measured for (1) the plastically deformed (disor�
dered) Co2CrAl alloy and (2) the Co2CrAl alloy annealed
at T ~ 900 K. Arrows indicate the direction of the temper�
ature change. 
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turn, the parameters of the electronic spectrum
depend on the spontaneous magnetization. According
to [18, 19], in the simplest case, when the change in
the magnetic state is insignificant, for the magnetic
component of the electrical resistivity ρm(T) we have
the expansion in the magnetization: 

(6)

where ρ(0) includes the temperature�independent
residual resistivity, the temperature�dependent elec�
tron–electron component ρee, and the temperature�
dependent electron–phonon component ρph; a is a
coefficient, which, in our case, has a positive sign. In
order to verify this hypothesis, we consider the depen�
dence ρ(T) ~ M2 (H = 50 kOe) shown in Fig. 6. It can
be seen that, for the atomically ordered Co2CrAl alloy,
relationship (6) is satisfied over a relatively wide tem�
perature range at T � TC, where MS ~ M (H = 50 kOe)
due to the weakly pronounced para�process. Of
course, in this case, the components ρee and ρph at low
temperatures are assumed to be relatively small. 

The violation of relationship (6) at higher temper�
atures is primarily associated with the enhancement of
the para�process, when the value of MS significantly
deviates from M (H = 50 kOe), as well as with the sub�
stantial increase in the component ρph. In addition, at
temperatures T  TC, there are strong changes in the
parameters of the electronic spectrum near the Fermi
level EF, which should lead to significant changes in
the kinetic properties and the violation of relationship
(6). This situation was considered in [18, 19] for anti�
ferromagnetic metals, which have an energy gap in the
electronic spectrum at the Fermi level EF. 

In the atomically ordered Co2CrAl alloy, the tran�
sition to the paramagnetic state due to the vanishing of
the spontaneous magnetization leads to the disappear�
ance of the “separation” between the subbands with
different spin directions, as can be seen from our band
structure calculations in the local electron density
approximation (LDA) without spin polarization
(Fig. 4b). Accordingly, the magnetic component of the
electrical resistivity at temperatures T > TC reaches sat�
uration and, with a further increase in the temperature,
remains constant. Despite the sufficiently high values
of the electrical resistivity, the dependence ρ(T) at tem�
peratures above TC acquires a normal shape for metals
with the positive temperature resistance coefficient due
to the electron–phonon scattering of conduction elec�
trons at T > θD (here, θD is the Debye temperature). 

As is known [20], the thermoelectric power of
metallic ferromagnets is determined by the “separa�
tion” of the subbands with mutually opposite spin
directions, 

(7)

ρ T( ) ρ 0( ) aMS
2
,+=

S π
2
kB

2
T/3e( ) 3

2
��EF

nd' ↑( ) nd' ↓( )+
nd ↑( ) nd ↓( )+
����������������������������–

EF

.–=

In expression (7), arrows indicate the densities of
states nd and their first derivatives  at the Fermi level
EF for the d subbands of electrons with the spins
directed along the magnetization vector (↑) and the
spins directed opposite to the magnetization vector
(↓). According to our band calculations and those per�
formed in [1, 2], for the Co2CrAl alloy in the ferro�
magnetic state (in the case of the spin�polarized calcu�
lation), there are no spin�down d electrons at the
Fermi level EF; i.e., the thermoelectric power is pre�
dominantly determined by the parameters of the d
subband with spin�up electrons. For this subband in
the vicinity of the Fermi level EF, the electronic spec�
trum has a multi�peak structure. The calculation of
the electronic structure without regard for the polar�
ization of electrons has demonstrated that the Fermi
level in the Co2CrAl alloy is also located in a broad
band with several narrow peaks. Therefore, the elec�
tron density of states at the Fermi level will vary
depending on the temperature smearing, which was
not used in these calculations, and on the electron–
electron interaction considered in the presented cal�
culations in the framework of the local electron (spin)
density approximation. All these factors complicate an
unambiguous determination of the sign of the deriva�
tive (↑) and, consequently, a comparison of the
signs of the thermoelectric power, which follow from
the band calculations and from the experiments. 

The experimentally revealed change in the sign of
the slope of the dependence S(T) upon the transition
to the paramagnetic state is naturally explained by the
change in the main mechanism of scattering of con�
duction electrons [20]. In the magnetically ordered
state, the electrical properties of the considered alloys
are determined primarily by the parameters of the
energy gap in the electronic spectrum and, at temper�
atures T > TC, by the mechanism of electron–phonon
scattering of conduction electrons. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, the investigations performed in this work
have demonstrated that the disordering of the alloy
under severe plastic deformation by torsion in Bridg�
man anvils turned through five revolutions under a
pressure P = 10 GPa does not lead to significant
changes in the electrical and magnetic properties of
the material. It has been found that this alloy has a
high magnetic anisotropy energy (~5 × 105 erg/g). The
behavior of the electrical properties (electrical resis�
tance and thermoelectric power) can be associated
with the presence of an energy gap in the electronic
spectrum near the Fermi level EF, and their values and
temperature dependences are satisfactorily explained
by taking into account the changes in the parameters
of the electronic spectrum at the Fermi level as a func�
tion of the spontaneous magnetization. 

nd'

nd'
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